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6.-The economics of railway transport. By S. C. Williams, B.A. 
x + 308 pp., sm. 8vo. Macmillan and Co., 1909. Price 3s. 6d. 
He would indeed be a bold writer who, in the compass of 
one small volume, dared attempt o discuss and theorise upon the 
necessary characteristics ofa railway, whether in England or India, 
much less upon the railways of the whole world. At times the reader 
is under the impre'ssion that the text is the economics imply of 
British railway transport, seeing that several of the problems 
peculiar to Great Britain alone are therein referred to at considerable 
length. 
The historical survey of the science of transport as applied to 
railways is not only admirably set out in an introductory chapter, 
but is kept well to the front throughout he work. One welcomes 
the prominence given to the historical side which is so frequently 
ignored in a book of this character, and is in many cases the whole 
explanation of the existence of a practice which has evolved itself 
from a primitive method of transport. 
The author is rightly proud of the enormous growth of passenger 
travel, with its attendant luxuries and comforts, in some cases 
possibly at a non-remunerative figure; but it is doubtful if the 
suggestion that the thought and ingenuity bestowed by the railway 
authorities for the expansion of the passenger business has not 
been at the expense of the more remunerative class of traffic, viz., 
merchandise. The one has a voice to make itself heard, the other 
has not. If the same amount of energy had been bestowed upon 
the two classes of transport, is it not reasonable to suppose that 
greater progress would have been possible in the handling and 
conveyance of goods ? Electric traction as applied to railways is 
too recent a change to justify one in drawing definite deductions in 
any comparisons of working costs, but its possibilities are indeed 
great. 
The real curse of the British railways is the private wagon. 
There is no factor which tends so much against a reduction of trans- 
port costs than this relic of 1853, " that railways were expected 
to be what they are in contemplation of law, new highways freely 
open to the public to pass with engines, carriages, and wagons at 
their own discretion." The existence to-day of this anomaly is an 
important obstacle to standardisation ofrolling stock in this country, 
and in the case of coal traffic, which demands the haulage of each 
empty wagon back to the same colliery from which it originated, 
instead of being available for the conveyance of other materials on 
the return journey, it becomes the immediate cause of an enormous 
waste of power and energy in the economics of railway transport. 
The work is subdivided into three main parts-construction, 
operation, and economics. It is admirably expressed throughout, 
and is a clear and well-stated case for lay readers of the complex 
problem involved in the consideration of the genesis and successful 
working of any railway, in all its relationships with both State and 
people. Incidentally, one must wonder how it became at all possible 
to manage such a sensitive machine as a railway. The analysis of 
the work, on the whole, is good, and will fascinate the student as it 
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interests the expert. More might, however, have been said in the 
chapters oni construction in which the author deals with some of 
th6 physical attributes of a railway. 
Although the generic term " transport " may be defined as the 
conveyance of persons or goods from one place to another, yet the 
use of such an abstract word as " transport " gives quite a misleading 
air of simplicity to what is really a congeries of operations of the 
most diverse kind. Railways, in fact, produce a far greater variety 
of commodities than most industrial undertakings. The imposition 
of State supervision on railway transport is at all times either 
reasonable or unreasonable to the extent that the officials upon 
whom falls the onus of arbitrating on points of dispute or complaint 
between the public and the railways are experts or otherwise. Its 
neutrality and absence from political bias must be as unimpeachable 
as the law of the land. 
Mr. Williams' book is a useful addition to the text-books upon 
the railway question which must be studied by all. C.L.E. 
7.-Other New Publications.* 
[These notes do not preclude a fuller review in a later issue of the Journial.] 
Avenel (Vicomnte G. d'). La fortune priv4e 'a travers sept si&cles. 
2e edition. xiv + 411 pp., 8vo. Paris: Armand Colin, 1904. 
[A. resume' of a portion of the author's well-known " Histoire economique 
de la propriete, salaires, &c." The results of the author's researches into 
the distribution of wealth in France over the period named are concisely 
given.] 
Baring (Hon. Francis Henry). Domesdav tables for the counties of 
Surrey, Berkshire, Middlesex, Hertford, Buckingham and Bedford, 
and for the New Forest, with an appendix on the battle of 
Hastings. With some notes. xvi + 239 pp., la. 8vo. London: 
St. Catherine Press, Ltd., 1909. Price 7s. 6d. 
[An attempt to supply a want, especially in presellting the tables on 
a uniform plan. It is not, however, possible to carry out the plan in 
detail in each case.] 
Blagg (Helen lI.). Statistical analysis of infant mortality and its 
causes in the United Kingdom. viii + 44 pp., 8vo. London: 
P. S. King and Son, 1910. Price is. 
[A study from the statistical point of view based largely on the reports of 
the Registrar-General and local medical officers of health. Tlle direct 
and indirect causes of excessive infant mortality are considered, remedies 
are suggested, and conclusions are drawn-some of which are possibly 
open to controversy.] 
Dawbarn (C. Y. C.). Liberty and progress. xvi + 339 pp., 8vo. 
London: Longmans and Co., 1909. Price gs. net. 
[This book is divided into three parts, the first dealing with the employed, 
the second with the principles of employment, and the third with the 
underpaid and unemployed. The author makes no new suggestions as to 
remedies for certain evils which he describes, but attempts to apply old 
principles to new conditions, and fairly and impartially to ascertain what 
those new conditions are which it is sought to modify or amend.] 
* See also " Additions to the Library," pages 359, sqq. 
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